


India is the largest producer of pearl millet which is also 
known as Bhajra. Even though it is a major food crop it is un-
derutilized by many as animal feeds. It was a major prehistoric 
diet in Indian, Korean and Chinese societies. Pearl millet is 
gluten less and fat free food compared to other staples. It 
cures ulcer, improves digestion and increases immunity. Pearl 
millet is high in iron and it is a remedy for anaemia. It is an 
exact remedy for the lifestyle diseases prevailing in our world.

Specification

Moisture 14% max

Protein 8% Max

Broken 2% Max

Energy 300 k/cal

Aflatoxin 20 ppb max.

Shrunken 3% max

Packing: 40 Kg, 50 Kg PP Bag 



Finger millet is a 4000 year old crop which was a prehistoric 
staple food. Finger millet increases bone strength, helps diges-
tion and reduces weight. It is considered to be the nutritious 
cereal since it is a rich source of Calcium, iron, protein and fiber. 
It is highly recommended for anaemic patients. The cereal we 
offer is free from the use of insecticides and fertilizers which 
completely grown by organic methods. We also ensure that our 
product meets global standards.  

Specification

Protein 7.6 GM

Fat 1.5 GM

Carbohydrate 88 GM

Calcium 370mg

Vitamins - A 0.48mg

Fiber 3 GM

Packing: 40 Kg, 50 Kg PP Bag  



After pearl millet foxtail millet is the second largest grown 
millets in the world. It is cultivated and used in china for about 
5000 years. Since the crop’s lifetime is short span they are 
available throughout the year. Foxtail millet is rich in fiber and 
cholesterol free food which is ideal for diabetic patients. But in 
various parts of the world pearl millet is still used as bird and 
cattle feeds. foxtail millet can be an exact replacement of our 
conventional Rice varieties.

Specification

Color Yellow

Moisture 12%

Cultivation type Common

Style Dried

Packing: 40 Kg, 50 Kg PP Bag  



Kodo millet is 3000 year old cereal which is a minor grain crop 
in India. Kodo millet is drought and salt resistant crop, so it can 
be grown at any particular soil types. It is gluten free and fiber 
rich cereal which will be helpful in preventing diabetes. Consid-
ering its high nutritional value it will easily replace the parboiled 
rice which we are using it nowadays. Kodo millet is medicine for 
joint pains and stomach related issues. 

Specification

Protein 8.3 GM

Fat 1.4 GM

Carbohydrate 65.9 GM

Calcium 27 GM

Minerals 2.6 mg

Fiber 9 GM

Packing: 40 Kg, 50 Kg PP Bag  



Little millet is origin of India. Little millets are considered to be 
a reliable crop since it can be cultivated in any possible agro - 
climatic situation. Little millet is rich in calcium and protein. Since 
it comprises of more fibre it eases the digestion process. They 
are used for cattle fodder. Regular consumption of little millets 
may prevent Diabetes, High blood pressure and heart ailments. Our 
procurement process involves a thorough inspection and quality 
control process which may lead to products with finest quality. 

Specification

Protein 7.7 GM

Fat 4.7 GM

Carbohydrate 67 GM

Calcium 17 GM

Minerals 1.5 mg

Fiber 7.6 GM

Packing: 40 Kg, 50 Kg PP Bag  



Little millet is origin of India. Little millets are considered to be 
a reliable crop since it can be cultivated in any possible agro - 
climatic situation. Little millet is rich in calcium and protein. Since 
it comprises of more fibre it eases the digestion process. They 
are used for cattle fodder. Regular consumption of little millets 
may prevent Diabetes, High blood pressure and heart ailments. Our 
procurement process involves a thorough inspection and quality 
control process which may lead to products with finest quality. 

Specification

Protein 6.2 GM

Fat 2.2 GM

Carbohydrate 65.5 GM

Calcium 11 GM

Minerals 4.4 mg

Fiber 9.8 GM

Packing: 40 Kg, 50 Kg PP Bag  
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